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Results

Additions Added to FInal Prototype:
1. Addition of sensors to provide information about external objects
2.  A lower level of Limited navigation
3. Detail the user can select, and one-time user preference selection (not 

illustrated).

Conclusions

Methods
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Usability Test Objectives 

1. Observe and evaluate user’s comfort with the design
2. Test how easily the user is able to navigate and use the design 
3. Determine if the design eases pain points voiced in preliminary user research
4. Observe areas of confusion or hesitation with design

User feedback could be classified into 4 main feature comments:

Testing was conducted with n=4 individuals over the age of 60 using Wizard of Oz 
methods. Participants were blindfolded or asked to close their eyes to simulate 
blindness and given a list of recordings to simulate the test drive. Participants 
were asked to navigate to a provided local grocery store location, selecting the 
option to avoid highways. Based on user voice input, the researcher played the 
appropriate pre-recorded response to simulate a natural interaction with an AV 
system. 

Feature Comment Participants Suggested Adjustment (If Applicable)

Liked detail of initial checklist P2, P3, P4 Make initial checklist a setup task that recalls 
user preferences for future trips

Liked button on seat P2, P4 None

No way to tell if object is in front 
of car

P1, P3, P4 Add sensor to detect objects in front of 
vehicles and add alerts to voice system

Too much detail in voice 
navigation at lower level

P2, P4 Add lesser level of navigation detail 

Level Navigation Detail

Limited Information about route changes

Basic Hazards, weather conditions, 
speed limits, some information 
about car behavior

Detailed Road types, speed limits, hard 
braking & acceleration, weather 
conditions, oncoming emergency 
vehicles, police officers, 
hazards/construction, detailed 
information about car behavior.

Figure 3. Final prototype sketch incorporating external sensors and voice alert 
system.

Usability Testing

Focus Points: 

1. What is the users comfort level/trust level of autonomous vehicles?
2. How many  levels of control should the navigation system have?
3. What should each level of control include?
4. How much control does the user need/want in a fully autonomous 

vehicle?
5. Where is the best location in the car to place the physical items of the 

navigation system? 

Results

Level Navigation Detail

1

Road types, speed limits, hard 
braking & acceleration, weather 
conditions, oncoming emergency 
vehicles, police officers, 
hazards/construction, detailed 
information about car behavior.

2

Hazards, weather conditions, 
speed limits, limited information 
about car behavior

Level Navigation Detail

Limited
Information about route 
changes

Basic 

Hazards, weather conditions, 
speed limits, some information 
about car behavior

Detailed

Road types, speed limits, hard 
braking & acceleration, 
weather conditions, oncoming 
emergency vehicles, police 
officers, hazards/construction, 
detailed information about car 
behavior.

Iterative Process

Conclusions

Final Prototype


